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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background 
Literary works as form  and the results of a creative work, in essence is a 
medium  that utilize the language to express about human life (Hadira, 2012: 1). 
Therefore, a literary work in generally contain about the problems surrounding 
human life. The emergence of literary is background of the basic human impulse 
to reveal his existence. 
A literary work is art work such as music art, painting art, dance art, etc. 
this is due to the beautiful of its language. It is difficult to understood or unstated 
and need interpretation. According to Mecler, we read literature to find the 
beauty of words of great writers. Literature teaches us the truth about our lives. 
We learn good values from literature like Shakespeare (in Stanford, 2006: 2). 
Literary work has soul alone, so that, it is interesting to read. 
Science literature is divided into three areas, namely literary theory, 
literary criticism and literary history (Wellek, 1989: 38). Some historians divide 
the flow of American literature in several periods with different name. Holman 
(1980: 15) divides American literature into six, including: 
The term classicism and Neoclassicism (1607-1810) refers to the period 
from the late 17th century until the late 18th century, And is considered the second 
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wave of the renaissance era as the first wave. Classicism emphasizes imitation 
masterpieces literally, formal, less creative and emphasize creativity individual 
(Hartoko, 1985:73). 
In literature, realism is a literary genre that talks about things as they are. 
On a simple level it can be said that something- a character, an even, a setting is 
realistic if it resembles a model in everyday life (Hawthorn 1992: 47).  Therefore, 
realism constitutes flow of democratic function because it does not only talk 
about the daily life of the middle class figures in detail, but also the lower 
classes. According to Howells in Kusharyanto (2008: 145): 
As description, realism treats thing that are actualities. Especially as 
practiced by midwestern writers, realism might be said to be 
democratic mode of fiction because of its concern with the depiction 
of middle and lower class characters and its attention to the 
“unremarkable” day to day details of those characters” lives. 
Underlying this approach is the assumption that those events, 
characters, and object merit such description. Whether a way of 
dress, a social custom, or a local dialect, whatever is described in 
fiction is to some degree, by virtue of that description, elevated.  
 
Howells representing exponent of realism stream in America, expressing 
that realism represents the effort for the direct of vision, feeling and thinking 
about life, realism also in direct correlation to everyday occurence by nature or 
fair. (2008: 116).  
He believed that realism “was nothing more or less than the truthful 
treatment of material, “especially the motives and actions of ordinary 
men and women. He insisted… that the novel be objective or dramatic 
in point of view; solidly based in convincingly motivated characters 
speaking the language of actual men and women; free of contrived 
events or melodramatic effects; true to the particulars of recent time 
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and specific place; and ethically and aesthetically seamless piece 
(Howells in Baym, 1989: 265) 
Realism theory says that good writing is that stems from the observation 
precision. Realism is the response of the author to changing social, cultural and 
political and interprets circumstances of emerging (Lauter, 1998: 11). The 
realism believes in moral individual freedom and the ability to choose and decide 
their own destiny, and see what the so-called truth and morality are subjective, 
depending on the particular experience and perspective they experienced them as 
a result of differences in class, race and gender (Hedges, 1998: 248)  
According to (Estan, 1984: 13), realism is stream of depicting people and 
events with feelings and their thoughts down to the smallest detail with 
impartially and gives physical manifestation/material. The stream characteristics 
of realism can be extracted from any literary genre, but the most obvious is 
novel, because the novel is a form of literary homage concrete realism 
(Crawford, 1966: 152). 
One of the world famous novel is I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced 
written by Nujood Ali and Delphine Minoui. This thesis is going to analyze 
Delphine Minoui’s novel I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced, it presents a story 
of the experience of Nujood Ali which forced by her father to marry a man three 
times her age, young Nujood Ali was sent away from her parents and beloved 
sisters and made to live with her husband and his family in an isolated village in 
rural Yemen. There she suffered daily from physical and emotional abuse by her 
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mother-in-law and nightly at the rough hands of her spouse. Unable to endure the 
pain and distress any longer, Nujood fled not for home, but to the courthouse of 
the capital, Nujood’s courageous defiance of both Yemeni customs and her own 
family has attracted a storm of international attention. Her story even incited 
change in Yemen and other Middle Eastern countries, where underage marriage 
laws are being increasingly enforced and other child brides have been granted 
divorces. 
The main reasons why the writer is interested in choosing Delphine 
Minoui’s novel I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced are firstly it is one of the first 
group of novel that appeared in the Yemen, second, it is a realistic novel. 
According to Berkley (1961:167) realism is intended to present a true picture of 
life at a given time and place. 
 
B. problem Statements 
   The problem of this research is: 
How is the portrayed of realism in the novel I am Nujood, Age 10 and 
Divorced? 
 
C. Objective of the Research 
To know the portrayed of realism in the novel I am Nujood, Age 10 and 
Divorced. 
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D. Significance of the Research 
1. Giving information to the people who are interested to study about 
literature so that it, can extended experience or knowledge more than 
before, especially about realism. 
2. Giving information especially to the lectures of literature that might 
need reference about the elements realism. 
3. Giving information to the students of English Literature Department in 
order to use reference about literary work especially in realism by Dean 
Howells theory.  
 
E. Scope of the Research 
 In this research the writer would focus on the novel “ I am Nujood, Age 
10 and Divorced” by Delphine Minoui and Nujood Ali, the writer identify 
portrayed of realism see from the theme, characters and background in this novel 
with used analysis realism that includes the theme, characterization and 
background.  
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CHAPTER II 
 
 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
 
A.   Previous Findings 
According to Agesta (2008) in her thesis entitle "An Analysis of Realism 
Found in Daniel Defoe's novel Robinson Crusoe". In this thesis she discusses 
realism contained in the novel. The aim of this research is to elaborate on the 
concept that there is a flow of realism in the novel Robinson Crusoe based on 
character, plot, structure and setting. In this research, she used structuralism 
approach by Rene Wellek and Austin Warren to analyze the intrinsic elements 
contained in the novel Robinson Crusoe. The researcher finds about reality 
experience of Robinson which Shipwrecked and grounded in the pacific ocean 
during 26 years alone, without communication with the other people and a bit 
about the personal life of the author of the novel Robinson Crusoe, Daniel Defoe. 
According to Sismayanty (2000) in her thesis entitle "Social Reality in the 
Novels Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens". The aim of this research is to reveal 
the social reality in the novel through the study of the sociology of literature by 
analyzing the social issues presented in the novel. In this thesis, she used Genetic 
structuralism Approach to review intrinsic and extrinsic elements that affect the 
work. In this research, she finds the history of the English people in the 
nineteenth century, and the state of British society at the time linked to what was 
described by Charles Dickens in his novel Oliver Twist. 
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According to Hamdayani (2009) in his thesis entitle “Social Depression in 
the Novel “Hard Times” by Charles Dickens”. The aim of this research is to find 
out the forms of social depression especially in society that influence the main 
character’s life such as social stratification, poverty and crimes, and the effect of 
these problems the characters interactions. In this thesis, he used structural 
Genetic Approach that covers 2 aspects are intrinsic and extrinsic approaches. He 
shows how the lower class of society tries to survive in hard times doing 
anything just survive longer without help and support from the higher-class. So, 
they had to be avoided and interaction with them should be limited. In this thesis 
finds reflect the social condition of the era and are depicted in the novel.  
The similarity of this research with the some previous researches above 
are talking about structuralism approach with the uses theory of Goldman and 
Rene Wellek and Austin Warren. While, the difference is in the object of study. 
Agesta focused on the describtion of the flow of realism in the novel “Robinson 
Crusoe”, Sismayanty focused on the social reality in “Alive Twist”, Hamdayani 
focused on the social depression in the novel “Hard Times”. While in this 
research, the writers focuses on the realism in the novel “I’am Nujood, Age 10 
and Divorced” by Nujood Ali and Delphine Minoui with use Dean Howells 
theory. 
 
B. Realism 
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1. Definition of Realism 
Realism, a style of writing that gives the impression of recording or 
‘reflecting’ faithfully an actual way of life. The term refers, sometimes 
confusingly, both to a literary method based on detailed accuracy of 
description and to a more general attitude that rejects idealization, escapism, 
and other extravagant qualities of romance in favor of recognizing soberly 
the actual problems of life. Modern criticism frequently insists that realism is 
not a direct or simple reproduction of reality (a ‘slice of life’) but a system of 
conventions producing a lifelike illusion of some ‘real’ world outside the 
text, by processes of selection, exclusion, description, and manners of 
addressing the reader. In its methods and attitudes, realism may be found as 
an element in many kinds of writing prior to the century ago. According to 
Coles (2001); 
Realism, in literature, is a manner and method of picturing life as it 
really is, untouched by idealism or romanticism. As a manner of 
writing, realism relies on the use of specific details to interpret life 
faithfully and objectively. 
 
Realism is the acknowledgment of the fact that a work of literature can 
rest neither on a lifeless average, as the naturalists suppose, nor on an 
individual principle which dissolves its own self into nothingness. The 
central category and criterion of realist literature is the type, a peculiar 
synthesis which organically binds together the general and the particular 
both in characters and situations. 
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According to Scheidenhelm (2007) Realism focused on the truthful 
treatment of the common, average, everyday life. Realism focuses on the 
immediate, the here and now, the specific actions and their verifiable 
consequences. Realism seeks a one-to-one relationship between 
representation and the subject. This form is also known as mimesis. Realists 
are concerned with the effect of the work on their reader and the reader's life, 
a pragmatic view. 
William Dean Howells, a pioneer in American realism flow states that 
realism is an attempt to look directly, feel, and think about life. Realism is 
also directly related to the day-to-day events are natural or normal. Howells 
is the most influential American writers of the time. He writes anything, 
including novels, biography, drama, poetry, criticism and essays. In his 
writings offer realism as a literary form that should be used. Realism 
Howells used in his writings that characterizes the form of prose fiction by 
midcentury XIX. 
The realists more emphasis on the situation and the figures are taken 
from ordinary people in everyday life, the use of dialect and American 
language that exists, and no longer use the comments that are patronizing.  
Howells referred to as "chapter of the Great American Novel." 
Realism theory says that good writing is writing that from rooted in the 
observation precision. A wareness that the economic and political forces to 
unite countries eliminate barriers and regional differences. Realism interpret 
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situation of cities the burgeoning and rural decline. In addition to describing 
situation the city rising in a very fast time, and describes the lives of middle 
class society. Realists believe in the moral freedom of the individual and the 
ability to choose and decide their own destiny. In 1890-1893 Howells in his 
novels show that there is no choice in life, there is a chance. 
2. The portrayed of  Realism 
In his work, Howells describes depravity of life as a result of the capitalist 
system. Shows the success of the efforts deal with the social  situation and 
moral dilemmas. In his work is clearly seen demerit between rich and poor, 
he describe all of this in his works as the actual state is called by Howells as 
literary realism. According to Howells (1997: 50) As description, realism 
treats thing that are actualities. Underlying this approach is the assumption 
that those events, characters, and objects merit such description, whatever is 
described in fiction is to some degree, by virtue of that description. Based on 
the theory, the portrayed realism can be seen in: 
2. 1. Theme  
Theme is the main part of the story. Theme is often regarded as the 
conclusion of the whole idea and the message the author in his work. 
The theme is a concept, idea or main idea underlying a literary work.  
Theme conveyed implicitly in a literary work, it is for necessary 
understanding in-depth of the reader in order to understand the theme 
contained of the story readable. 
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2. 2. Characters (Personalities) 
Realism describe everything that is actuality and discuss 
things as they are According to Howells ( 1997:50) realism might be 
said to be democratic mode of fiction  because of its concern with the 
depiction of middle and lower class characters and its attention to the 
unremarkable day to day details of those characters lives. 
If the views of the role of leaders in the development of plot, 
characters can be divided into the main character and additional 
characters. The main character is a character that has an important role 
in a story, while additional character is a character that has not 
important role because of its only appearance complements, serving 
and supporting the main character. 
2. 3. Background  
Background is what gives that reader information he needs 
for an intelligent reading of the story. We must know where story is 
talking place. Furthermore, it presents us with a tone or mood that 
hangs over the story. Furthermore, Trimmer says that: 
 Setting is the time: place a social reality within which a story takes 
place. Setting seems to be insignificant element is same stories: 
they could take place just as well in any time or place in other 
stories. Must, in fact, setting is much more important. We have to 
understand where the character is, in which level in that society if 
we are interpret correctly the other element in the story (1985: 22). 
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C. Synopsis of I’am Nujood, Age 10 and Divorced(Delphine Minoui) 
Novel I’am Nujood, age 10 and divorced by Delphine Minoui is about the 
real experience of the main character at the age of about 10 years. She was one of 
the victims of child marriage tradition that has become a commonplace in rural 
Yemen. In February 2008, her father "decided to marry her with a man old 30 
years, also from Khardji. In addition, the other reason is because the "do not have 
enough money to feed meal the whole family." Continued sadness when 
separated from their families and forced to live with her husband's family in 
Khardji. And the agreement would not touch Nujood before her first menstrual 
period. Agreement was breached during the first night. Mother in law is also 
constantly giving orders to Nujood that "no right to complain, no right to say no". 
Her husband's behavior is getting nasty. Almost every night, her husband 
began beating Nujood until Nujood finally allowed to visit her parents in Sana'a. 
The occasion used Nujood to find a way so as not to return to her husband's 
house. None Nojoud family who can help him, she took advice from her father's 
second wife "Dawla" to go to court quietly. The trial lasted and lawsuit her 
divorce in grant by the judge with help of a lawyer woman who named "Shada" 
who also defenders rights of-rights women's. Nujood divorce has destroyed a 
closed door. Actually, there are many cases of girls married below the legal age 
limit in Yemen, due to factors of poverty, local customs, and lack of education. 
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D. Biography of Delphine Minoui 
Delphine Minoui is a French journalist at “Le Figaro magazine”. She is a 
woman descent of French and Iranian who was born in 1974. She undertakes to 
cover news in Mid-East region and have its office in Iran. She has written several 
nonfiction novels about life in the Middle East. She gets the “Prix Albert 
Londres” for writing about life in the Iran and Iraq (Muniroh, 2012: 3). 
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sCHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
 
A. Method of Research 
In this reseach, the researcher used descriptive qualitative  method to 
analyze the data. According to Aminuddin (1990: 16) qualitative descriptive 
method is to analyze the form of description, not a number or coefficient of 
relationship between variables. The researcher searches the data by reading the 
novel and analyze the elements in the novel by intrinsic approach to find and 
collect the data that will be used to accomplish this reseach. 
 
B. Source of Data 
The source of data in this thesis is novel I’am Nujood Age 10, and 
Divorced by Delphino Minoui which published 2009. It contains eleven chapters 
and 211 pages.  
 
C. Instrument of the research  
 In collecting data, the writer used note taking as an instrument of 
research. Note taking is a system for recording information which requires the 
writer to use cards. The information includes last name of author, page and related 
information (Nasir, 1988: 124-125). It was used to find the data from the novel 
“I’am Nujood Age10, and Divorced” by Delphino Minoui. 
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D. Technique of data collection 
In collecting data, the writer applied several procedures as follows: 
1. Reading  I’am Nujood Age 10, and Divorced novel by Delphino Minoui. 
2. Identifying elements the novel by using Dean Howells theory. 
3. Making cards and then write down the symbol of card, there are four cards. 
They are white, pink, green cards. White card for finding them, pink card 
for finding characters, green card for finding background. 
4. Classifying the data of the novel of using Dean Howells theory.  
5. Presenting the analyses and description of data. 
 
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
The writer used William Dean Howells theory in analyzing the portrayed 
realism in the novel I’am Nujood Age10, and Divorced novel by Nujood Ali and 
Delphino Minoui. According to Howells in Kusharyanto (2008: 117) realism 
treats thing that are actualities that relate directly to the theme, characters, and 
background. 
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HAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCCUSION 
A. Findings 
In this research the writer identified the data which were taken from the  
novel I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced by Nujood Ali and Delphine Minoui by 
using Dean Howells theory as technique of data analysis. In Howells theory As 
description, realism treats thing that are actualities. There are theme, background 
and characterization, so those are as follow: 
1. Theme 
a. Mayor theme is tradition of married child in rural Yemen 
On my wedding day, my female cousins began to ululate and clap their 
hands when they caught sight of me arriving. I, however, could hardly see 
their faces, my eyes were so full of tears. I advanced slowly, doing my 
best to avoid tripping over my outfit, which was too big for me and 
dragged on the ground. I'd been hastily dressed in a long tunic of a faded 
chocolate color, which belonged to the wife of my future brother-in-law. 
A female relative had taken charge of my hair, which she gathered into a 
chignon that weighed down my head. I didn't even get to wear any 
mascara. Catching sight of my face in a small mirror--round cheeks, 
pink lips, and brown, almond-shaped eyes--I'd noticed how smooth 
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my brow was, and try as I might, I couldn't find a single wrinkle. I 
was young, too young. (Minoui, 2009: 20)  (Datum 1) 
The rice and meat that his sisters had prepared. Joined after our meal by 
some guests from the village, the grown-ups gathered to chew khat. 
Again! Huddled in a corner, I watched them in silence. 
To my astonishment, no one seemed surprised by my tender age. Later I 
learned that marriages to little girls are not unusual in the 
countryside, so for these people, I didn't seem like an exception. 
There is even a tribal proverb that says, "To guarantee a happy 
marriage, marry a nine-year-old girl." (Minoui, 2009: 22)  (Datum 2) 
b. Minor theme 
1) The rights of the child as a child 
One morning I asked her permission to go play with the children 
my age. 
"You're not on holiday here," she grumbled. 
"Please, just for a few minutes?" 
"Impossible! A married woman cannot allow herself to be seen 
with just anyone--that's all we need, for you to go ruining our 
reputation. (Minoui, 2009: 28)  (Datum 3) 
2) Violence in household 
He never said my first name. 
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It was on the third day that he began hitting me. He could not bear 
my attempts to resist him. When I would try to keep him from lying 
down on the mat next to me after he'd extinguished the lamp, he 
would start to hit me, first with his hands, then with a stick. 
Thunder and lightning, over and over. And his mother egged him 
on. Whenever he would complain about me, she would tell him 
hoarsely, "Hit her even harder. She must listen to you--she's your 
wife."  
"Ya, beint!" he'd yell, and run after me again. (Minoui, 2009: 28) 
(Datum 4). 
3) The struggle freelance from suffering by her husband, to achieve the 
purpose get freedom and rights back as a child. 
If my parents wouldn't help me, well, I'd act all on my own. My 
mind was made up: I'd do whatever I had to. I was ready to 
climb mountains to keep from finding myself lying on that mat 
again, night after night, all alone against that monster. I hugged 
Dowla tightly in thanks. (Minoui, 2009: 30) (Datum 5). 
I'd already seen some courtrooms on my neighbors' television, with 
judges in long robes. People say they're the ones who can help 
people in need. So I have to find one and tell him my story. I'm 
exhausted. It's hot under my veil, I have a headache, and I'm so 
ashamed... Am I strong enough to keep going? No. Yes. Maybe. ... 
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I tell myself it's too late to turn back; the hardest part is over, 
and I have to go on. (Minoui, 2009: 7)  (Datum 6). 
2. Characterization  
a. Main character is Nujood Ali.  
   She hobby is drawing and playing, it shown in following 
quotation:   
My favorite subject, though, was drawing. With my colored pencils 
I used to draw flowers and pears, and villas with blue roofs, green 
shutters, and red chimneys. Sometimes I would add a uniformed guard 
to stand in front of the entrance gate because I'd heard that rich people's 
houses were protected by guards. I always drew big fruit trees in the 
garden. Plus a pretty little pond, right in the middle.  
During recess we played hide-and-seek and recited nursery rhymes. 
I loved school. It was my refuge, a happiness all my own. (Minoui, 
2009: 19)  (Datum 7) 
The suffering of Nujood after getting married, it shown in 
following quotation: 
 Whenever I could, I would go hide in a corner, lost and bewildered. My 
teeth chattered when I thought of the coming night. I was alone, so 
alone. No one to confide in, no one to talk to. I hated him--I loathed 
them all. They were disgusting! Did every married girl have to go 
through the same agony? Or was I the only one to suffer like this? I 
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felt no love whatsoever for this stranger. Had my parents felt any for 
each other? With him, I finally understood the real meaning of the word 
cruelty. (Minoui, 2009: 29)  (Datum 8) 
  The struggle for divorce, it shown in following quotation: 
In front of a grocery store selling plastic balloons, I recognized the 
yellow and white six-seat minibus that passes through the neighborhood 
every day, taking passengers to the center of town, not far from Al-
Tahrir Square. Go on. If you want a divorce, it's up to you, said my 
little voice encouragingly. I waited in line like everyone else. The other 
children my age were with their divorce, it's up to you, said my little 
voice encouragingly. I waited in line like everyone else. The other 
children my age were with their parents; I was the only girl waiting on 
her own. I looked down at the ground, to discourage any questions. 
(Minoui, 2009: 29)  (Datum 9) 
Freedom, it shown in following quotation: 
In the end, I am saved by the judge's verdict. 
"The divorce is granted," he announces. 
The divorce is granted! I can't believe my ears. How curious, this 
sudden desire to run and scream to express my joy. I'm so happy that I 
don't even pay attention to the fact that the judge has just announced that 
my father and the monster will be released, without even a fine to be 
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paid or a signed promise of good conduct. For the moment, I just want 
to fully enjoy my regained freedom. (Minoui, 2009: 35)  (Datum 10) 
The dream to be a lawyer, it shown in following quotation: 
But what she doesn't know is that for the last few weeks I've been 
formulating a plan. Yes; I've made up my mind. When I grow up, I'll 
be a lawyer, like Shada, to defend other little girls like me. If I can, 
I'll propose that the legal age for marriage be raised to eighteen. Or 
twenty. Or even twenty-two! I will have to be strong and tenacious. I 
must learn not to be afraid of looking men right in the eye when I speak 
to them. In fact, one of these days I'll have to get up enough courage to 
tell Aba that I don't agree with him when he says that, after all, the 
Prophet married Aisha when she was only nine years old. Like Shada, I 
will wear high heels, and I will not cover my face. That niqab--you can't 
breathe under it! But first things first: I will have to do my homework 
well. I must be a good student, so that I can hope to go to college 
and study law. If I work hard, 
I'll get there. (Minoui, 2009: 49)  (Datum 11). 
b. Additional characters, it shows in following quotations: 
1) Faez Ali Thamer 
Hardness at doing by Faez after his marriage with Nujood, it 
shown in following quotation: 
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When night fell, I knew what would begin again. Again and 
again. The same savagery, the same pain and distress. The door 
slamming, the oil lamp rolling across the floor, and the sheets 
getting all twisted up. "Ya, beint! Hey, girl!" That's what he would 
yell before throwing himself on me. 
 He never said my first name. 
It was on the third day that he began hitting me. He could not bear 
my attempts to resist him. When I would try to keep him from lying 
down on the mat next to me after he'd extinguished the lamp, he 
would start to hit me, first with his hands, then with a stick. 
Thunder and lightning, over and over. And his mother egged 
him on. 
Whenever he would complain about me, she would tell him 
hoarsely, "Hit her even harder. She must listen to you--she's 
your wife." 
"Ya, beint!" he'd yell, and run after me again. 
"You have no right!" I sobbed. 
"I'm tired of your whining--I didn't marry you to listen to you 
snivel all the time," he would shout, baring his big yellow teeth. 
It hurt me to be talked to that way, with such contempt, and he 
made fun of me in front of others. I lived in permanent fear of 
more slaps and blows. Occasionally he even used his fists. Every 
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day, fresh bruises on my back, new wounds on my arms. And 
that burning in my belly. I felt dirty everywhere. When women 
neighbors visited my mother-in-law, I heard them whispering 
among themselves, and sometimes they would point at me. What 
were they saying? 
Whenever I could, I would go hide in a corner, lost and bewildered. 
My teeth chattered when I thought of the coming night. I was 
alone, so alone. No one to confide in, no one to talk to. I hated 
him--I loathed them all. (Minoui, 2009: 13) (Datum 12) 
 
2) Aba or Ali Mohammad al-Ahdel 
Can’t able to support the whole his family, it shown in 
following quotation: 
"I've made my decision! Besides, you know we haven't enough 
money to feed the whole family. So this will mean one less 
mouth."… I kept hearing my father's words in my mind: one 
less mouth. So that's all I was to him, a burden, and he had 
seized the first chance to get rid of me. It was true that I hadn't 
always been the good little girl he would have liked to have, but 
after all, isn't getting into mischief part of being a child? And I 
loved him in spite of his faults, and that nasty smell of khat, and his 
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insistence that we go beg for a few crusts of bread in the street. 
(Minoui, 2009: 19) (Datum 13). 
3) Shada Nasser 
A lawyer who helped Nujood's divorce proceedings, it shown in 
following quotation: 
With her cell phone glued to her ear, Shada is pacing up and 
down the courthouse hall. 
"We need to do everything we can to get Nujood out of the 
clutches of her husband. We must alert the press, the women's 
groups. ..." 
After she finishes her call, she leans down to me, crouching to put 
herself at my height. 
"Don't be afraid, Nujood. I'll help you get your divorce." 
No one has ever shown so much concern for me before. 
Shada is a lawyer. People say she's a very important lawyer, one 
of the best lady lawyers in Yemen, who fights for women's 
rights. I look at her, my eyes wide with admiration. She's beautiful, 
and so sweet. Her voice is a little shrill, and if she talks quickly, it's 
only because she's in a great hurry. She smells of nice perfume, 
with the scent of jasmine. As soon as I saw her, I liked her. 
(Minoui, 2009: 25) (Datum 14). 
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3. Background  
1). Sana’a 
Let's just say that Khardji is not too far from Hajja, an important 
city in northwestern Yemen, to the north of Sana'a. (Minoui, 2009: 
11) (Datum 15) 
2). New York City 
On November 10, 2008, in New York City, the youngest divorcee in 
the world has just been named a Woman of the Year by Glamour. 
With all the gravitas of her ten years, she shares this unexpected honor 
with the film star Nicole Kidman, the American secretary of state 
Condoleezza Rice, and Senator Hillary Clinton, among others. 
(Minoui, 2009: 52) (Datum 16). 
B. Discussion  
In this part, the writer identified the data which were taken from the novel 
“I am Nujood Age 10, and Divorced” by Nujood Ali and Delphine Minoui. The 
writer identified the portrayed realism based on Dean Howells theory who has 
divided elements into the types. They are theme, characterization, and 
background.  
1. Theme  
a. Mayor Theme is tradition of child marriages in rural Yemen 
I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced by Nujood Ali and Delphine 
minoui who become the object of this research, telling fact of life 
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experienced by young Nujood Ali was forced for her father to marry a 
man three times her age (Datum 1). Delphine Minoui has taken the theme 
of the real life which is then carried in the form of fiction. I am Nujood, 
age 10 and Divorced is a realistic novel and a piece of a small part life in 
Yemen, where child marriage has become community tradition (Datum 
2) according to Delphine Minoui, place where women not taught to make 
choices because the decision in the hands of the head of the family or the 
first boy in the family, so the woman just follow the fate of who was on 
specify from birth that they must follow the will of men. (2010 :  120). 
In Yemen, many factors drive fathers to marry of their daughters 
before they reach puberty. Husnia al-Kadri reminds us that "poverty, local 
customs, and a lack of education play a role." Family honors, the fear of 
adultery, the settling of scores between rival tribes--the reasons cited by 
the parents are many and various. Out in the countryside, adds al-Kadri, 
there is even a tribal proverb: "To guarantee a happy marriage; marry a 
nine-year-old girl." 
b. Minor Themes 
1) Rights of the child as a child 
In I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced  based on the mayor 
theme above there are also have some minor theme that have describe 
in the novel.  
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In the novel I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced by Nujood Ali 
and Delphine Minoui describe the young Nujood, she is a normal girl 
with parents and plenty of brothers and sisters. Like all children her 
age, she loves to play hide-and-seek and adores chocolate. She likes 
to make colored drawings and fantasizes about being a sea turtle, 
because she has never seen the ocean. When she smiles, a tiny dimple 
appears in her left cheek. But after marriage her freedom to learn and 
play with the children was not able to because they have to take care 
of household and her husband (Datum 3). Nujood who are unable to 
solve educational in elementary school and have not been able to 
write her name on the board and only knowing some of letters that 
was taught by her teacher at school, had to stop because of marriage. 
Domestic life and responsibilities that must be endured of Nujood 
was incompatible with age. Freedom and the the right to education 
has been usurped by her marriage. 
2) Violence in household 
In Kardji birthplace of Nujood, women are not taught to say no 
or make choices for her life including marriage. All the decision is in 
the hands of the head in family or a boy first. At the age of very 
young Nujood, she not many questions about her life, she has no idea 
what kind of household life and becoming a married woman. At the 
age of sixteen years her mother married with Nujood's father, then 
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Nujood's father wanted to expand family with married again. All 
received by Nujood’s mother without any protest, with the attitude 
and same submission Nujood’s accept her father's decision to marry. 
 At first she was thought that the wedding is the best way if she 
was saw her home life has been very difficult. Married in a hurry 
with agreement will not touch Nujood until she gets her first 
menstruation, has been violated even when the first night after her 
wedding, the picture marital happiness is very much of the current 
expectation her husband tortured, even at the time of her first night 
and the next nights up every morning appears new bruises in Nujood 
body (Datum 4).  
3) The struggle freelance from suffering by her husband, to achieve the 
purpose get freedom and rights back as a child. 
No longer able to confront violence which is must be accepted 
every night from the rough hands of her husband, Nujood trying to 
complained to her parents,  and hope they can her protect,  but nobody 
wants to listen (Datum 5). Even families who believe Nujood better 
defend her husband and told her to return to her husband's family 
because of her responsibilities as a wife. 
So as to be free of suffering that must her receives every night 
from her husband, Nujood must rely on herself and attempt to escape 
from her parents' home to the court to meet with the judge and tell her 
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story and hopes to help complete the problems of she experienced 
(Datum 6).  
2. Characterization 
a. Mayor character is Nujood Ali 
In I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced, Delphine Minoui raised 
the issue of wedding traditions character by Nujood Ali's, she is a 
little girl who becomes the source of the story, in the novel I am 
Nujood, age 10 and Divorced that fill in the story from the beginning 
to the end of the story. The main portrayed characteristic of Nujood 
Ali's was born in 2003 and is a fifth child of eleven children. As a 
child her age, she was loved to play and draw (Datum 7). But all 
happiness taken away when her father decided to her marries with a 
man thirty years older than him. 
(Datum 8) Reality of life which is should be lived by Nujood 
to live with her husband and his family. For a little girl like Nujood, 
description of marital happiness she had in mind changed to anguish 
when her husband and his family every day tortured her even during 
her first night. 
Marry in a hurry, Suffering and torture of her husband, a few 
days later Nujood decided to gather all her strength and tried to get 
away from the sad her destiny (Datum 9). 
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(Datum 10) After her divorce case with Faez Ali Thamer 
completed, Nujood back to her parents' house and get back her rights 
as a child who still needs to learn and play. And aspires to become a 
lawyer like Shada Nasser, in order to protect the little girls like she 
and rising the legal age of marriage to be twenty years (Datum 11). 
b. Additional characters, it shown in following quotations: 
1).  Faez Ali Thamer 
Faez Ali Thamer is a additional character in Novel I am 
Nujood, age 10 and Divorced, Faez Ali Thamer is Nujood 
husband, someone who also comes from Khardji and try his 
fortune in the capital as delivery everywhere by motorbike. Faez 
also likes to eat Khat like a man in Yemen in general. At the time 
session of Khat, Faez the thirty-year-old asked Nujood's father for 
permission to combine their family by marrying one of his 
daughters. 
Faez is a cruel husband for Nujood, and always tortured 
him even during the first night of their marriage. He Promised do 
not to touch Nujood until she got her first menstruation, she had 
disobeying even when their wedding night. Every night he did the 
heinous deed to Nujood, the punch and hit do not hesitate he doing 
every time when Nujood did not want to carry out his desire. Faez 
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very cruel to Nujood that every day comes up bruises and new 
cuts on the body of Nujood (Datum 12). 
2).  Aba or Ali Mohammad al-Ahdel 
Ali Mohammad al-Ahdel or Aba is Nujood's father married 
Mrs. Zoya, mother of Nujood at the age of sixteen years. Feel less 
enough Aba decided to choose the second wife and the family 
expands. In Aba marriage had eleven children and five children on 
his second wife. 
(Datum 13) When moved to the capital city the life of Aba 
very difficult for sustain all the family, so that to reduce   
responsibility and also reduce burden of family, he decide to 
marrying of Nujood with  Faez Ali Thamer. 
3).  Shada Nasser 
Shada is a divorce lawyer, who helped Nujood when 
she first met with Shada, Nujood felt safe with him as with Shada 
Nujood there's nothing to fear and she knows how to treat Nujood 
that she felt safe with him. Shada is one of the best lawyers in 
Yemen and an advocate of women (Datum 14). 
3. Background  
(Datum 15) To see Yemen in your mind's eye, imagine a 
country a little larger than Syria, Greece, and Nepal all rolled into one, 
and diving headlong into the Gulf of Aden. Out there, in those 
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tempestuous seas, pirates from many lands lie in wait for merchant ships 
plying their trades in India, Africa, Europe, and America. 
Yemen is taken as the background of this novel is known as a 
country extraordinary of poor; the trafficking of Yemeni children in Saudi 
Arabia is a plague affecting all disadvantaged youngsters who do not go 
to school. Some local nongovernmental organizations estimate that thirty 
percent of the school-age children living near the border with Saudi 
Arabia leave each year to try their luck in their northern neighbor, where 
work conditions are appalling, and although the subject is taboo in 
Yemeni families, cases of sexual abuse have been recorded. 
Husnia al-Kadri, the director of women's affairs at the 
University of Sana'a, confided not long ago that "Nujood's divorce kicked 
down a closed door." Husnia al-Kadri was in charge of a recent study 
revealing that more than half the girls in Yemen get married before the 
age of eighteen. 
Nujood's story carries a message of hope. In this country of the 
Arabian Peninsula, where the marriage of little girls draws on traditions 
that until now have seemed unshakable, her unbelievable act of bravery 
has encouraged other small voices to speak out against their husbands. 
After Nujood's day in court, two other girls Arwa, nine years old, and 
Rym, twelve--also undertook the legal struggle to break their barbaric 
bonds of matrimony. In neighboring Saudi Arabia, one year after 
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Nujood's historic court case, an eight-year-old Saudi girl married off by 
her father to a man in his fifties successfully sued for divorce--the first 
time such a thing has happened in that ultraconservative country. 
(Datum 16) On November 10, 2008, in New York City, the 
youngest divorcee in the world has just been named a Woman of the Year 
by Glamour. With all the gravitas of her ten years, she shares this 
unexpected honor with the film star Nicole Kidman, the American 
secretary of state Condoleezza Rice, and Senator Hillary Clinton, among 
others. That's quite a feat for this little Yemeni girl, this once anonymous 
victim who has suddenly become a heroine for our time, and who today 
aspires to return to a normal life, one she richly deserves. 
In February 2009, the Yemeni parliament finally passed a new 
law rising the legal age of consent to seventeen for both boys and girls. In 
addition, in an attempt to prevent the formation of "overextended" 
families like Nujood's, who are often unable, to care properly for their 
children, this law allows a man to marry more than one wife only when 
he is financially able to support this extra burden. The women's rights 
associations of Yemen have taken a wait-and-see attitude toward this 
victory, however, because although the law was passed by a majority of 
the parliamentary deputies, President Ali Abdullah al-Saleh has yet to put 
it into effect. 
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From this analysis, it is known that realism in the novel I am Nujood 
Age 10 and Divorced  a picture of the state of social village in Khardji well 
are still stay as well as has become the urban in city. Social state of the found 
in the community is a state of society the underdeveloped with low education 
levels, economy of a poor people, still bound by the ancient tribal customs 
that shackles of women. Low levels of education form are illiterate of parent’s 
and do not have a diploma, children schooled only at a basic level, even girls 
not to finish school when it was proposed. The level of the people's economy 
is weak shown by the difficulties in finding a decent job, the unfulfilled of 
basic needs, and the marriage of daughters to reduce the burden on parents. 
People who are still bound by the ancient tribal customs show at the tradition 
of married child, and tradition of chewing khat. And a Culture is still firmly 
entrenched shown by the leadership men of Yamen against of the women 
(wife and children). Every decision is determined by men without the hearing 
consent or rejection from of women.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
A. Conclusion  
Based on the results of research and discussion on I am Nujood, age 10 
and Divorced by Nujood Ali and Delphine minoui's contained in chapter IV, it 
can be taken conclusions about what in accordance the problems as formulated 
the problem statements, as follows: 
a. The themes are divided into two categories, namely: major themes and 
minor themes. Major themes that form the basis of the story are “tradition 
of child marriage in rural Yemen "and a minor theme of" children's rights 
as a child ", "violence in household", and "The struggle freelance from 
suffering by her husband, to achieve the purpose get freedom and rights 
back as a child".  
b. Background, the events in the novel take place in the country of Yemen, 
especially in city of Sa'na, and New York.  
c. I am Nujood, age 10 and Divorced, There is main character, which figures 
“I/me” or Nujood Ali is a son 10 year old who is married with a man that 
three times her age and the struggled to gain freedom Besides the main 
characters, in this novel there is also additional characters are Faez Ali 
Thamer was a husband who every nightly torture Nujood, and Aba or Ali
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Mohammad al-Ahdel was a father who married his son because it is 
not able to support entire his family, and Shada Nasser was a lawyer 
who helped Nujood's divorce proceedings. 
After doing analysis realism in a novel I' am Nujood, Age 10 and 
Divorced, the suggestions can be given by researcher as an effort in the 
understanding of this novel is research on novel I' am Nujood, Age 10 and 
Divorced this can be a life learning for the reader that tradition in a society 
are not always relevant to the dynamism of era, then the parents should 
sorting through tradition that can be applied to the next generation without 
imposing their will on the child. Though, circumstances economic of parents 
underprivileged, not necessarily to escape its responsibility by marrying the 
child, especially the child's age is still under age. 
 
A. Suggestion 
After doing analysis realism in the novel I' am Nujood, Age 10 and 
Divorced, the suggestions can be given by researchers as an effort in the 
understanding of this novel is: 
1. Research on novel I' am Nujood, Age 10 and Divorced this can be a life 
learning for the reader that tradition in a society are not always relevant to 
the dynamism of era, then the parents should sorting through tradition that 
can be applied to the next generation without imposing their will on the 
child. Though, circumstances economic of parents underprivileged, not 
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necessarily to escape its responsibility by marrying the child, especially 
the child's age is still under age. 
2. Research on novel I' am Nujood, Age 10 and Divorced can be used as a 
reference for future studies to explore more deeply the literary elements 
contained in the novel either intrinsically or extrinsically using structural 
analysis. 
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